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Question #:1

During a SUM run you vivant to check if the phase SHADOW_IMPORT_INC is still running properly. Where
can you find information about this?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

Check for running batch jobs in the shadow system via Job Overview (SM37)

Check for running R3trans processes on the host of the primary application server

Check for running R31oad processes on the host of the primary application server

Check for the latest log files in the SUM directory, subdirectory ABAP, subdirectory tmp

Answer: B D

Question #:2

You want to execute a Unicode Conversion only. Which approach do you need to follow?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

SWPM using the Backup / Restore procedure

SUM with DMO

SUM without DMO

SWPM using the Load procedure

Answer: D

Question #:3

What do you need to know about the SAP ERP Upgrade and Update Guide?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

It contains a troubleshooting section
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It is target release specific

It contains a section "free space requirements"

It is a database-specific document

Answer: B C

Question #:4

In which scenarios do you need to use SUM 2.0 instead of SUM 1.0?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

Upgrading to SAP ECC 6.08 without using DMO

Using DMO when applying Support Packages to SAP ECC 6.07

SAP S/4HANA conversion to SAP S/4HANA 1709

Updating to SAP ECC 6.07 using DMO

Answer: A C

Question #:5

Which additional configuration options are offered by SUM when selecting "Switch expert mode on" in main
configuration option "Standard"?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

Keep archiving on during the whole procedure.

Use the Near Zero Downtime Maintenance Technology (NZDM).

Reuse a profile for the shadow instance from a previous run.

Choose the instance number of the shadow instance.

Answer: C D

Question #:6
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You are planning an SAP S/4HANA conversion. Which conversion-specific tasks need to be performed during
the preparation phase?

There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Response:

Run the database migration to the SAP HANA database

Perform the migration of data into the new data structure

Check the compatibility of custom code with SAP S/4HANA

Apply the recommendations of the simplification list

Answer: C D

Question #:7

You downloaded content from the SAP note 1000009 ("ASU Toolbox 2008"). Which transaction needs to be
executed to use that content in the ASU Toolbox?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

/ASU/UPGRADE (Start ASU Toolbox in Upgrade Mode)

/ASU/SSM (ASU Simple Schedule Manager)

/ASU/SHOW_NOTE (Show SAP Note via Web-Browser)

/ASU/START (Start ASU Toolbox)

Answer: D

Question #:8

What is the benefit of using the file UPGANA.XML from a previous SUM run?

Please choose the correct answer.

Response:

To auto-fill specific fields on selected screens on the SUM UI

To make the progress information within SUM UI more accurate

To repeat specific phases during the SUM run


